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Geometrical conformity, microstructure and properties of additively manufactured (AM) components are affect-
ed by the desired geometry andmany process variableswithin givenmachines. Building structurally sound parts
with good mechanical properties by trial and error is time-consuming and expensive. Today's computationally-
efficient, high-fidelity models can simulate the most important factors that affect the AM products' properties,
and upon validation can serve as components of digital twins of 3D printing machines. Here we provide a per-
spective of the current status and research needs for the main building blocks of a first generation digital twin
of AM from the viewpoints of researchers from several organizations.
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1. Introduction

Microstructure and mechanical properties of additively
manufactured (AM) components are affected bymanyprocess variables
such as the heat source power, power distribution, scanning speed,
powder/wire feed rate, hatch spacing and substrate preheat [1,2]. Build-
ing structurally sound components with good mechanical properties
based solely on experiments is time-consuming and expensive due to
the need for numerous experiments with various combinations of pro-
cess variables [3–5]. An alternative is to synthesize the available knowl-
edge base of AM and welding to build a digital replica of the AM
hardware. The digital twin needs to integrate the major physical com-
ponents of the evolution of microstructure and properties into a tracta-
ble numerical framework: energy interaction with powders, heating
and cooling rates, solidification parameters, phase transformation ki-
netics, evolution of residual stresses and distortion, and defects [6,7].
The visual abstract shows the anatomy of such a digital twin in more
details.

There aremany advantages of building a digital twin such as (i)min-
imizing expensive trial and error optimization to save time and money,
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(ii) shortening the path for product qualification, and (iii) reducing/alle-
viating defects. The goal of the current viewpoint paper is to examine
the current status and research needs for the building blocks of a digital
twin: (a) heat andmaterial flow simulation, (b) simulation of solidifica-
tion, grain structure and texture evolution, (c) modeling of microstruc-
ture and properties, and (d) calculations of residual stresses and
distortion. Note that this article is not intended to provide a comprehen-
sive review of all existing computational models, rather the authors'
view of the components necessary to build a first generation digital
twin for AM systems.
2. Modeling of heat transfer - the foundation for understanding
structure and properties

Modeling of heat transfer and material flow can provide the tran-
sient temperature fields, heating and cooling rates, solidification param-
eters and the dominant heat flow directions [3,6]. These quantities are
critical for the prediction of structure and properties, texture, residual
stresses, distortion andmany types of defects [2]. Both the temperature
field in the entire part and the flow conditions in the liquid metal pool
must be calculated by solving the equations of conservation of mass,
momentum, energy in transient three-dimensional formwith appropri-
ate boundary conditions [3,4,8]. A comparison of numerical techniques
commonly used for the heat transfer calculations is summarized in
Table 1.

The computational domain is divided into small control volumes or
cells, and it changes with time as the part is built layer upon layer. At
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Table 1
A comparison of commonly used techniques for the modeling of heat transfer in additive
manufacturing.

Method Selected features References

Finite element method (FEM) Widely used, computationally
efficient, can accommodate large
and complex computational
domains, but ignores convective
heat transfer

[16,55]

Finite difference method
(FDM)

Computationally efficient but less
so than FEM for large and complex
domains, meso-scale, and widely
used for transient heat and fluid
flow calculations

[3,4]

Level set method (LSM) Computationally intensive,
meso-scale, tracks free surface
profile of melt pool, but tends to
suffer from non-conservation of
mass

[17]

Volume of fluid (VOF) method
with FDM

Computationally intensive,
meso-scale, tracks free surface
geometry with mass conservation
maintained but at less sharp
interface than LSM

[19,20]

Lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) and Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)

Most computationally intensive but
suitable for massively parallel
computing, meso-scale, capable of
tracking detailed melting of
individual powder particles using
VOF

LBM [18]
and ALE
[6]
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any given time, all cells are assigned temperature dependent
thermophysical properties of either a solid, powder, liquid or gas. At
every time step the properties of the cells change because of changes
in the material of the cell and/or its temperature. The governing equa-
tions are discretized into algebraic equations which are solved by an
Fig. 1. (a) Computed temperature and velocity fields during laser directed energy deposition A
[10] and computed cooling rates [3]. (d) Computed G/R values for the AM of three common
scanning speed divided by the ratio of reference laser power to the reference scanning speed.
appropriate technique to obtain enthalpies (temperatures), and three
components of liquid alloy velocities [3,4].

Fig. 1(a) shows the typical computed temperatures and velocities in
the liquid pool [3]. The results show large velocities of liquid alloy in a
small melt pool in the range of 400–600 mm/s [3] driven by the spatial
gradient of temperature [9]. These large velocities indicate convective
heat transfer as the main mechanism of heat transfer within the liquid
pool during AM [3–5,8,9]. Fig. 1(b) shows the computed thermal cycles
at the mid-height and mid-length of the alternate layers in a nine-layer
structure [3]. In each of these cycles, the first peak corresponds to a po-
sition of the laser beam just above themonitoring location and the sub-
sequent peaks occur during the deposition of the subsequent layers. Fig.
1(c) shows that the calculated cooling rate for a laser directed energy
deposition of AISI stainless steel (SS) 316 agrees well with the experi-
mental data [10]. Higher heat input results in somewhat slower cooling
because of the larger size of the melt pool.

Moreover, the temperature gradient, G, and the solidification growth
rate, R, provide useful information about the evolution of solidification
structure [11,12]. In particular, the local cooling rate (G ⋅R) is related
to the scale of microstructure and G/R influences the morphology of
the solidification front [12]. Higher G/R indicates a higher tendency for
plane front solidification. The effect of heat input [13] on the ratio G/R
is shown in Fig. 1(d). Among different engineering alloys, the tempera-
ture gradient in the melt pool is the smallest with Inconel® Alloy 718
(IN 718) deposits followed by that for Ti-6Al-4V and SS 316 alloy de-
posits [14]. As a result, the SS 316 deposits exhibit the highest G/R
followed by that of Ti-6Al-4V and IN 718 alloy deposits.

Various simplifications are used to make the heat and fluid flow cal-
culations tractable [3]. They include two-dimensional approximations
[15] and three dimensional calculations ignoring convective heat trans-
fer [16] and three-dimensional convective calculations assuming a flat
top surface [3,4]. As shown in Table 1, efforts have also been made to
model the free surface profile by either the level-set method [17] or
2100

M [3]. (b) Computed thermal cycles during AM [3]. (c) A comparison of the experimental
alloys [13]. The non-dimensional heat input is defined as the ratio of laser power by the
It provides a measure of the energy deposited per unit length of the deposit.



Fig. 2. (a) Calculated solidification patterns of primary dendrites for unidirectional laser
scanning where laser scanning directions are same for the deposition of all layers. (b)
Optical micrograph of the as-deposited IN 718 sample for unidirectional laser scanning.
(c) Calculated solidification patterns of primary dendrites for bidirectional laser
scanning where the scanning direction alternates in successive layers. (d) Optical
micrograph of the as-deposited IN 718 sample for bidirectional laser scanning [11]. All
results are for laser directed energy deposition.
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by the volume of fluid (VOF) method [19,20]. In addition, powder bed
systems are sensitive to both feedstock properties and interaction be-
tween the energy input (whether laser or electron beam) and powder
particles. Extensive efforts are underway to predict the transients in-
cluding powder redistribution due to recoil pressures and formation of
balling defects [6,7]. It is interesting to note the similarity of these pro-
cesses with keyhole formation during traditional laser welding [20].

The above methods are starting to be utilized for the calculations of
microstructure and residual stresses and distortion, as discussed in the
following sections. However, these methods are computationally inten-
sive, and have not yet been used for closed-loop process control. One
potential way to use these results is to create a database of results and
develop reduced-order models through approaches such as neural net-
works [21]. This surrogate modeling approach has been used for auto-
mation and controls required for closed-loop proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller for increased stability in laser metal wire de-
position [22]. In addition, we anticipate an increased use of physically-
accurate models even within the control loop due to a combination of
three factors. First, continued improvement in computational efficiency
through improved solvers and preconditioners and adaptive methods.
Second, increased computational power within AM machines them-
selves, similar to what has happened in medical imaging technology
over the past decade and what is now happening in vehicle technology
(not just for engine performance but also for situational awareness for
driver assistance and ultimately autonomous vehicles). Finally, robust
high-bandwidth networks that increasingly allow for the possibility of
cloud-based clusters with hundreds or thousands of processors to help
determine build-specific process parameters.

3. Solidification modeling

Heat transfer modeling not only provides a good understanding of
the solidification morphology and the scale of solidificationmicrostruc-
ture, but also serves as a basis for customizing solidification texture
which is important for mechanical and chemical properties and perfor-
mance of components [11,23]. Many of the physical processes that
occur during metal additive manufacturing processes [2] are similar to
those in welding [3], which involve melting and solidification under
temperature gradients and gyrations [24]. Therefore, we can leverage
thewell-published knowledge related to prediction ofweldmetal solid-
ification [25,26] and solid-state transformations [27] under single and
multi-pass conditions [28], as well as static and dynamic mechanical
properties [29–33].

Classic work by Kurz et al. [34] provides a strong foundation for
predicting rapid solidification. For example, texture development in sin-
gle-crystal welds was demonstrated by Gaumann et al. [35]. A detailed
analysis of solidification texture for IN 718 fabricated by laser directed
energy deposition process has been studied by Wei et al. [11]. Striking
differences in solidification textures due to the influence of local tem-
perature fields resulting from different scanning patterns have been
clearly demonstrated. Particularly, solidification texture depends on
the local heat flow directions and competitive grain growth in one of
several preferred growth directions depending on the crystal structure
of the alloy [11]. For unidirectional laser scanning, primary dendrite ori-
entation of about 60° with the horizontal plane (Fig. 2(a) and (b)) was
calculated from the numerical model and also observed from experi-
ments for all depositing layers [11]. During bidirectional laser scanning
(Fig. 2(c) and (d)), the angle between primary dendrites of neighboring
layers was about 90° [11]. The heat transfer calculations considering the
molten pool fluid flow helped to understand the mechanism of forma-
tion of the solidification texture for both cases and provide a basis for
customizing solidification textures during AM. Finally, the same con-
cepts have been extended to complex melt boundary conditions im-
posed by electron beam melting (EBM) AM by Dehoff et al. [36] and
Raghavan et al. [37].With these tools, the researchers have demonstrat-
ed the ability to induce site-specific microstructures within a given
geometrymanufactured by the EBMprocess. This provides the direction
for AM achieving targeted properties within a given geometry without
relying on complex secondary processes.

4. Prediction of microstructure and properties

Prediction of the solid-state transformations that occur during hun-
dreds or thousands of thermal cycles during the layer-by-layer building
process is an important component of a digital twin. Kelly and Kempe
[38] correlated the temperature gyrations to a banded microstructure
in Ti-6Al-4V deposits and suggested that a homogeneous microstruc-
ture could be obtained by manipulating thermal cycles. Chaudhary et
al. [39] have reviewed the approaches to predict these thermal cycles
as well as approaches to use the same for microstructure control.
Makiewicz et al. [40] used thermalmodels to help select process param-
eters to maintain the whole build above the β-transus temperature of
Ti-6Al-4V. On cooling from this high temperature, the whole build re-
gion underwent solid-state decomposition to basketweave microstruc-
ture. Subsequently the same researchers developed a material model
that is capable of predicting the evolution of different morphologies in-
cluding grain-boundary, colony, and basketweave α + β microstruc-
tures based on a simultaneous transformation kinetics framework
[41]. These modeling techniques can be extended to predicting the mi-
crostructure that evolves during solid-state precipitations of nickel al-
loys that experience complex thermal cycling. For example, a rapid
build made on IN 718 substrate showed soft areas on the top regions
compared to the bottom regions. This was rationalized by calculating
the fractions ofγ′ andγ″precipitates (see Fig. 3) as a function of thermal
cycles at different locations [42]. These variations are quite sensitive to
the geometry, process parameters and scan strategies [36,38].



Fig. 3. (a) Microhardness map showing severe mechanical heterogeneity as a function of
build height. The top regions are softer compared to the bottom regions. Typical (b)
thermal cycle and (c) precipitate fraction show the complex dissolution and growth of
both γ′ and γ″ precipitates [40,42].
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The literature [43–45] on prediction of properties (e.g., hardness,
yield strength, tensile strength, strain hardening exponent, crack
growth under fatigue or impact loading, creep rupture properties) of
welds based on microstructure, through semi-empirical to detailed
physical modeling, is extensive. In principle, the above sub-models
can be extended to additive manufacturing with calibration. It is essen-
tial to consider the presence of physical defects in predicting the perfor-
mance of additively manufactured components. Recently, Prabhu et al.
[46] showed that even with uniform basketweave microstructure the
fatigue life of Ti-6Al-4V buildsmade by laser directed energy deposition
depended on defects such as porosity and lack of fusion. Thus there is a
need to couple themicrostructure and propertymodels withmodels for
defect formation [47].

5. Modeling of residual stresses and distortion

Residual stresses and distortion originate from spatially non-uni-
form heating and cooling cycles. The key physical phenomena include
heat transfer and stress equilibrium (solid mechanics) [48–51]. It is
noted that the temperature distribution can be significantly influenced
by convection within the molten pool, as discussed earlier. However,
given its complexity, the molten metal flow phenomenon is often ig-
nored when solving the thermal-stress problem.

Numerical modeling of residual stresses and distortion in AM is typ-
ically based on the sequentially-coupled analysis [52], where the tem-
perature field is solved first. The temperature field as a function of
time is then imported into the stress model as “thermal loads” to calcu-
late the reaction stresses and strains. Fully-coupled models solve the
heat conduction and stress equilibrium equations simultaneously [53]
and require substantially more computational resources. Most models
are formulated as a quasi-static problem (as opposite to a dynamic
problem) since the speed of stress wave in metals is of several orders
ofmagnitude faster than that of heat conduction. In other words, when-
ever a new temperature field is established, the stress and strain fields
are redistributed “instantaneously” to reach a new static equilibrium
state. The finite elementmethod (FEM)with a Lagrangianmesh that de-
forms with the material is commonly used, but other approaches (e.g.
particle methods) are also possible.

Simulation of the entire part is essential to accurately calculate the
residual stresses and distortion. The large number of layers and passes
within a single layer sometimes make it impractical to simulate the in-
dividual passes for building a full-sized part. For computational efficien-
cy a lumped method, where successive melting passes and even
successive layers are grouped together, is often utilized. The choice of
lumped vs. individual pass approaches influences two important as-
pects of modeling of AM systems: material deposition and heat input
from energy beam.

First, to account for material deposition, a mesh for the entire part is
created. The bead is often simplified to have a rectangular cross section.
With a Lagrangian mesh, the so-called (1) element birth and (2) quiet
element are the two commonly usedmethods for handlingmaterial de-
position [16,49]. For the former, elements for the yet to be deposited
material are inactivated at the beginning and then gradually activated
(or born) along the build path. For the latter, all elements are present
at the beginning and assigned to arbitrary or powder properties so
that their presence does not affect the temperature and stresses of the
already deposited material. The properties for those quiet elements
are then gradually switched to the physical properties based on the
build path. The individual pass approach can be computationally afford-
able for directed energy deposition AM with a relatively small number
of passes [16]. On the other hand, power bed based AM has many melt-
ing layers and passes, for which several successive layers are typically
lumped together with elements for those layers being activated at
once [2].

Second, for describing the heat input a surface or volumetric heat
flux centered at the energy beam is used in the individual pass approach
[48,49]. The position of the heat flux center is updated based on the de-
position path, thus representing a moving heat source. For the lumped
pass approach, a stationary heat flux is assigned to the lumped region
over a user-specified time period.

The aforementioned thermal-stressmodeling approach is applicable
to both powder blown (and wire feed) and powder bed AM processes.
However, the use of powder feedstock in powder bed AM process re-
quires some special treatments. For instance, Fig. 4(a) shows the calcu-
lated temperature distribution during laser directed energy deposition
(or blown powder) AM [49] where the mesh covered only the solid
metal. On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) shows the normal stress distribution
in laser powder bed based AM where the mesh included both the con-
solidated and powder phases [54]. Themodel considered phase-depen-
dent material properties (e.g., thermal conductivity) and a volumetric
contraction from the melting consolidation of powder particles [48,
54]. Other recent developments for computational efficiency include
the integratedmulti-scale models [55,56]. Particularly, Li et al. [56] pro-
posed an interestingmethod thatmaps the local residual stressfield cal-
culated in the meso-scale layer hatch model to the macro-part model
for fast prediction of part distortion. However, the validity of such an ap-
proach for complex part geometry is yet to be demonstrated.

Finally, many thermal-stress models for AM are developed by cus-
tomizing or enhancing general-purpose multi-physics finite element
codes available either commercially or through research institutions.
Commercial codes include 3DSim (http://3dsim.com/), ESI (http://
www.esi-group.com/), Additive Works (https://additive.works/),
Abaqus (http://www.3ds.com/) and Ansys (http://www.ansys.com/),
while research codes include Diablo from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. Depending on the code, additional user customizations for
AM simulation vary from simply defining material properties and
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Fig. 4. (a) Calculated temperature distribution for directed energy deposition [49]. (b) Normal stress for laser powder bed after 12 layers deposited [54].
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build paths, to applying the appropriate loading conditions for thermal
heat input, element activation scheme, and constitutive relationships
(especially high-temperature stress-strain curves).
6. Current status and research needs

The components required to construct a digital twin of AMhardware
are still developing and much work is still needed for its completion.
However, examples of recent progress provided in this paper indicate
that construction of a first generation digital twin is within the reach
of the AM research community. Considerable efforts are needed for
the synthesis of the various component models to construct the inte-
grated digital twin, its testing, and validationwith experiments. Thedig-
ital twin is not intended to replace experiments. However, it will help to
reduce the total number of experiments needed for part qualification,
minimize defects and provide structurally sound, reliable parts. Several
research needs will have to be addressed to achieve this goal.

An important requirement is a database of temperature dependent
thermophysical properties for commonly used engineering alloys. Me-
chanical properties are needed at high temperatures typically for low
strain rate. Control of component texture is a unique feature of AM. De-
velopment of solidification texturemust be quantitatively studied based
on solidification and phase transformation principles. Multi-scale
models must be developed to investigate the grain growth and sub-
grain structure for various alloys. To accurately obtain site-specific mi-
crostructures from solidification and solid-state transformation it is nec-
essary to couple the microstructure and property models with models
for defect formation, because physical defects are important for estimat-
ing the properties of the AM components. Computationally efficient
models for predicting residual stresses and distortion must be scalable
to full size parts with complex geometry. Models need to consider vol-
umetric change during solid state phase transformation, transformation
induced plasticity and creep strain. Given the increasing number of
commercial and research codes for thermal-stress modeling of AM, a
set of benchmarking problems will be valuable to assess the accuracy
and speed of different codes. Finally, these advanced numerical models
are often inappropriate for real time applications and need to be used to
construct reduced-order models to facilitate real time calculations.

The tangible demonstrations of predicting temperature, defect, mi-
crostructure, and residual stresses and distortion prompt the following
question: is it possible to design alloys specifically for the unique ther-
mal and stress signatures of a given additive manufacturing process to
achieve targeted properties and allow forminimal qualification testing?
Building a digital twin of AM hardware holistically integrating models
for temperature, microstructure and properties, and residual stresses
and distortion that further consider defects would be helpful to answer
this and similar important questions.
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